
poetry emergency: a northwest radical poetry festival 

workshops: 

 

Friday 23rd November 

New Adelphi Studio Theatre, New Adelphi building, University of Salford, M5 4WT 

 

Workshop 1: Nicola Singh - TMI? - a workshop in writing for voice, and very honestly  

10:30 – 12:30 

Nicola will share some of the processes around her practice of writing for voice and its 

live encounter. She will lead a workshop that invites collective experiments in speaking, 

moving and sharing writing. The overarching thematic for the experiments will gently 

move in and around ideas of self-expression, the concept of over-sharing and the self-

improvement technique Radical Honesty. 

Nicola will draw on this workshop experience - taking influence from the written, spoken, 

physicalized and atmospheric outcomes - to make a new performance piece that will be 

presented on the following day of the festival. 

Please note: this will be an active workshop using voice and the body 

 

~~~~ 

Nicola Singh is an artist, arts educator and researcher based in Newcastle. Her practice in 

rooted in performance and moves across disciplines as she responds to contexts of 

feelings and chance, encounter and dialogue and to location and place. She prioritises 

performative, discursive and physical approaches to her practice, research and 

pedagogy. Nicola holds a practice-based PhD in Fine Art, entitled “On the ‘thesis by 

performance’: a feminist research method for the practice-based PhD”. 

She has performed and exhibited internationally and across the UK, including Eastside 

Projects, UK (2018), IMT Gallery, UK (2018), Workplace Gallery, UK (2018), Hongti Art 

Centre, South Korea (2018), Caustic Coastal, UK (2018), LUX & LUX Scotland (2017), 

BALTIC, UK (2017) and New Art Centre, United States (2016). Recent invitations to lead 

public workshops include The Turner Prize Public Programme at Ferens Gallery (UK) 

(2017) and Bloomberg New Contemporaries (UK) (2017). Awards include the 3-Phase 

Commission from Jerwood Visual Arts (2017-2018), British Council Artist International 

Development Fund (2016), Arts Council UK/KOREA Exchange Award (2018) and the 

Northern Print Bursary (2018). 

www.nicolasingh.co.uk 

http://www.nicolasingh.co.uk/


Workshop 2: Gloria Dawson - The uses of poetry - from revolutionary 1968 to the present 

crisis   

13:30 – 15:30 

The multiple uprisings gathered under the banner of '1968' can be seen through the 

proliferation of poetry in the form of graffiti, posters, pamphlets, manifestos and news-

sheets. Looking at radical poetry and poetics of these revolutionary times through to the 

present, this workshop explores how poetry can be made and put to use to radical, 

politically-motivated ends at this time of emergency and crisis. Without making false 

claims for the particular instrumental importance of poetry, we will explore together 

how we can make and disseminate poetry in a politically powerful, generous and 

uncompromising way. Bring work by you or by friends, comrades, co-conspirators or 

those who inspire you.  

 

This workshop is particularly appropriate for those who write and publish, or want to do 

more of both those things.  

 

~~~~ 

Gloria Dawson mainly writes poetry as well as essays and prose/experimental work for 

performance. Her pamphlet circlusion is published by Zarf Press. Work can be found in 

para.text, Zarf, Datableed, Poetry Review, Front Horse, The Literateur. She lives in 

Leeds.  

@g_mundaw  / http://cargocollective.com/gloriadawson 

http://cargocollective.com/gloriadawson

